






We live in an interesting time for business. Once upon 
a time, a customer interacted with a brand, but that brand had no solid 
way to follow up with them. 

Today, things are different. 

Businesses today depend on keeping in touch with their customers 
when they’re not physically with them. That’s the competitive 
environment we live in. 

But there’s good news. 

The single best way to do keep in touch with your audience is through 
email. Still. After all these years, email is holding its own. 

And that’s because email is both trusted and effective. Most of use email 
for critical business functions and notifications, as well as regular 
communication. And, unlike social media, you control which of your 
audience you communicate with. 

But there’s another benefit to using email to reach your audience. And 
that’s that it can be automated. For the time-strapped, this is key.  

But here’s the rub. 

Your emails have to be valuable. Sending sub-par emails trains people 
that you’re not valuable. And not sending emails at all trains them that 
you don’t exist. Instead, you need to send emails that are valuable. 

What do your people want? Give them that. And then give them more. 

Get started by signing up with MailChimp. They’re free for 
the first 2,000 subscribers, and they’re easy to use. They’ll give you a 
free form to put on your site. And if you’re using Wordpress, drop that 
form in a widget or popup and you’re in business. 





If the hook on your email signup reads something like: "Sign 
up for my newsletter,” then you’re probably getting very few—if any—
signups. 

The reason is because people don’t know you yet. All of life moves on 
trust. If there’s no trust, then there’s no relationship. 

In the first step, you gave yourself the ability to communicate with your 
audience: an email signup system. In this step, now, you’re giving your 
audience a reason to signup. This is the “download my free guide to X” 
or “Read the first two chapters of my book for free.” 

The hook is called a Lead Generator. 

So, what does a Lead Generator look like? In short, it’s valuable content 
that positions you as the expert. 

Both of these factors are key. 

If it’s not valuable, then there’s no reason they’d want it. And if you’re 
not the expert then you’re not helping potential customers to become 
actual customers. 

As ideas for a Lead Generator, you can do everything from a video series 
to a quiz to an ebook or PDF (like this one). The format is really 
secondary to the fact that you, the expert in this area, are providing 
value. 

Get started by creating a valuable piece of content that 
positions you as the expert. It doesn’t have to be elaborate or long.  

Then, if you’ve set up your MailChimp account, upload or link your 
content to an Automated campaign. That way, when a person signs up, 
they automatically get what you promised.  

Bonus: Once set up, it takes no other effort to run in the background. 





It sounds counter-intuitive. How could your website 
do too much? 

The problem here is one of focus. 

There are millions of websites online. And every day, your audience is 
bombarded with hundreds, if not thousands, of commercial messages, 
all vying for their attention. 

So what makes yours any different? 

That’s where the power of focus comes in. 

But first, let’s clarify: a focused website does not mean you have to 
ignore parts of your business that are important to your customer. 

Instead, a focused website is about priority.  

If you’re a parent of young children, like I am, then you know about 
priority when it comes to teaching your kids new things. The other day, 
my four-year-old son asked me why I ironed my pants.  

Should I get into the nuance about presentation and feeling good about 
what I’m wearing? Of course not. He’s not ready for that. So I just told 
him ironing takes the wrinkles out. And he was good with that. 

Our customers are a lot like this. When they’re new to your product, 
give them what’s critical for them to understand today, and then, as the 
relationship progresses, open up more to them. By doing this, you’re 
giving them a simple but relevant solution in a loud and messy world. 

Get started by creating a BrandScript. This is free online tool 
from StoryBrand. It’s all about focusing and clarifying so that you can 
begin to reach customers in a unique way. 

https://mybrandscript.com




For a lot of people, a custom landing page is an 
advanced feature. But it shouldn’t be. 

It’s not hard to set up. And the benefits are incredible. 

First, what is a custom landing page? When you put an ad on social 
media (free or paid) or have a banner ad running on another website, 
you’ve always got the option to link it to somewhere. A lot of people just 
link to their home page. 
 
But that’s a mistake. 

The ad or post you created exists in a certain context and is designed to 
reach a certain group of people. Just sending them to your home page is 
like telling an immigrant who doesn’t speak the language: “make 
yourself at home.” 

That’s not very helpful. The better way is to be a host. 

Digitally, we do this with custom landing pages. 

But the great thing about custom landing pages is that they do not need 
to be a complete reinvention of your website. Much of what you’ve 
already got is probably good.  

Instead, custom landing pages are about tailoring this specific audience 
to this specific ad or call-out. If you’ve done a great job at getting the 
word out, you need to do an equally strong job of helping them to the 
finish line. That’s what custom landing pages are about. 

Get started by by thinking about what will make your 
customer take action. What objections do you need to address? Is your 
product or service clearly defined? Do they know how to easily get it (or 
use it)? Your custom landing page is all about this. 





Some months back Facebook released an update 
for their pages that went viral. It knocked down the likelihood that a 
company's page would show up in a user’s your newsfeed. 

A lot of brands were in a mess, because their primary form of reaching 
out was based on social media. 

Social media is a valuable top-of-the-funnel strategy. But if you’re not 
moving those contacts to an email list, then you don’t actually own 
access to them. As Facebook showed us, they—not you—are the 
gatekeeper to your customers. 

This guide started out with a similar point: build a form on your website 
to capture emails. But in step five we’re looking at something different. 
Here we’re looking at the value of having a marketing strategy. 

Why are you posting on social media? What problem does it solve for 
your business? And does that solution bring you (measurably) closer to 
your goals? 

Many businesses see how popular social media is and feel that they’re 
missing an opportunity by not being there. But the businesses who are 
winning are doing so because their social media presence (or lack 
thereof) is a part of a much larger marketing strategy. 

Having a marketing strategy puts you back in the driver seat and gives 
you measurable ways to test if different forms of outreach are really 
worth your time or not. 

Get started by by thinking about your ideal customer. If you 
had to write down their profile on a piece of paper, could you?  

And then, what about your brand—can you tell me in a short sentence 
(or two) what you do and why its relevant? This is just the beginning, 
but it’s  a step only a few take.



Many businesses have good products, but 

they struggle to grow their audience. 

As a marketing strategist and StoryBrand 

certified Guide and Copywriter, I help my 

clients implement marketing with real ROI, 

so that they can get back to what they do 

best: making great products. 

If you've got a good product or service, then 

I want to help you sell more of it. 

around a
strategy that let's them 
make a difference.

Joe Fontenot

Owner, five round rocks

SCHEDULE A CALL

http://fiveroundrocks.com/#contact
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